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 You possess been looking forward to this and have an endless list of things to do, but only
once you possess sorted out your spouse and got him out from under the feet.Sunny days and
heady nights await you in retirement, not just for two weeks each year, but forever!Retirement is
the perfect time and energy to learn a new skill, get in touch with old close friends, and explore
the fantastic wide open, thus get out right now there and begin!101 Things you can do with a
Retired Man is designed to inspire and tease your retiree into getting the time of his life and to
fill his days (and yours) with sometimes silly, sometimes useful, but always interesting things to do,
which do not consist of lying on the sofa, watching daytime television, tidying the garden to
within an inch of its life or stacking and restacking the dishwasher in the most effective fashion,
as apparently only a man can. This hilarious look at retirement is cheaper than relationship
counseling and makes the perfect tongue-in-cheek gift for anybody facing their (and their
husband's) retirement with exhilaration but more than a little wariness.
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I think it was a clever method to get something a little bit silly and useful at the same time I
bought this as a pension gift for a friend's wife. This went over great as a gift for my mom at my
dad's retirement party. The women all were cracking up. She's been reading things out of it to
me plus they are a hoot! There are some fun and some funny suggestions in the book I
purchased this for my mother when my dad retired. The title only got quite a laugh out of
everyone! There are some fun plus some funny recommendations in the book! Well worth the
bargain cost I paid!It had been a hoot! Five Stars fun publication - gave this to Grandma
since a Xmas gift - perfect fit :) I think it was a clever way to get something a little bit silly and
useful simultaneously. Five Stars Great gift. Bought this reserve for the neighbor who's hubby just
retired! I am not sure how practical the suggestions in the book was but it was definitely an
excellent gag gift! Nevertheless, the concepts listed on "things to do" together with your man,
are not fresh but cleverly written. Awesome book to give the retiree's spouse Awesome book to
provide the retiree's spouse, so they too feel a part of the retirement package / party. Great
find! Retired Man It book was pretty... Happy with my purchase. Great and fun read! May
purchase more for future retirees. Neat present! They actually got a kick out from the book.
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